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QUESTION 1

Which statement is correct about installing system firmware on a single image system that has no HMC? 

A. The updates are concurrent when PowerVM Enterprise Edition is installed. 

B. The updates are always disruptive. 

C. The updates are concurrent when the firmware version stays the same. 

D. The updates are disruptive only when PowerVM Express is installed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator added a prestart job entry to the QCMN subsystem using the following command: ADDPJE
SBSD(QCMN) PGM(PGMA) INUOBS(350) THRESHOLD(250) ADUOBS(150) MAXUSE (200) The entry is used
extensively and many remote requests connect to the prestart jobs. After adding the entry, the administrator determines
that the system periodically freezes and response time is slow. What is the most likely cause of the problem? 

A. The ADLJOBS parameter is too high and many system resources are used at the same time to generate new
prestart jobs 

B. The MAXUSE parameter is too low and a big job log is generated when the last request uses the prestart job. 

C. There are not enough system resources in QCMN to handle the additional jobs. 

D. The prestart job entry competes with the TCP/IP jobs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Two HMCs manage the same server. An administrator recently upgraded the HMC firmware from level V8 

R8.2 0 to V8 R8.3.0 on one of the consoles. Shortly after, a connection error "Version Mismatch..." 

appeared on the second console. 

Which process will resume the functionality for the second console? 

A. Reboot the second HMC. 

B. Upgrade the second HMC to V8 R8.3.0, re-initialize the server connection, and restore the partition profiles 

C. Select Reset or Remove Connections on the second HMC to reset the connection 

D. Install the latest service pack on the second HMC and re-initialize the server connection. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Programmers working on a software development project frequently need to save their development library 

(LIBX) at the prior release level of the operating system. 

The administrator needs to change the default value of the SAVLIB command parameter to accommodate 

the programmers prior release save requirement. 

The default value before the change: SAVLIB LIB(LIBX) TGTRLS (*CURRENT) The default value after the 

change. SAVLIB LIB(LIBX) TGTRLS (*PRV) What should the administrator do to facilitate the change? 

A. Use the CHGCMDDFT command to change the TGTRLS parameter value to *PRV. 

B. Use the CHGSYSVAL command to set Force Conversion on Restore system value to XPRV. 

C. Use the WRKREGINF command to modify the exit point program QIBM_SAV_DEFAULT and change the TGTRLS
parameter value to *PRV. 

D. Use the SAVRSTDFT command to change the TGTRLS parameter value to *PRV. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which tool is appropriate to determine if Solid State Drives will improve disk performance in an environment? 

A. Performance Navigator for IBM i 

B. Disk Magic with SSD extraction 

C. SSD Analyzer Tool for IBM i 

D. Disk Performance Calculator 

Correct Answer: C 
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